
Voyager Express 22 Fish and Cruise
Brief Summary
The Voyager Express Fish & Cruise is a feature-rich boat aimed at experienced anglers who have fished on

other boats, even pontoon boats, and are ready for something special. This 22-foot long pontoon boat

features a large fishing platform that does not compromise room or comfort aboard.

Price
Base Price

Prices, features, designs, and equipment are subject to change. Please see your local dealer or visit the

builder's website for the latest information available on this boat model.

Key Features
Aerated livewell

L-shaped lounge seating

Removable dinette table

Deluxe Captain's helm seat

No-feedback marine steering system

Rear privacy enclosure

Deluxe console with windshield

Exclusive aft "RodRack" vertical rod and tackle management system

Test Results

RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

700 2.9 2.5 1.1 2.56 2.22 55 48 59

1000 4.9 4.3 1.9 2.65 2.3 57 50 61

1500 6.9 6 2.9 2.39 2.08 52 45 64

2000 12.2 10.6 4.4 2.79 2.43 60 52 66
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RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

2500 16.3 14.1 5.1 3.19 2.78 69 60 73

3000 20.3 17.6 7.1 2.85 2.48 62 54 76

3500 23 20 8.3 2.78 2.42 60 52 78

4000 26.1 22.7 9.8 2.68 2.33 58 50 84

4500 30.1 26.2 13.9 2.17 1.89 47 41 84

5200 32.9 28.6 16.8 1.96 1.71 42 37 87

View the test results in metric units
VoyExp22Fish&Cruisechart.jpgImage not found or type unknown

Specifications

Length Overall 22' 0''

BEAM 8' 0''

Dry Weight 2,175 lbs.

Tested Weight

Draft N/A

Draft Up

Draft Down

Air Draft
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Deadrise/Transom N/A

Max Headroom N/A

Bridge Clearance N/A

Weight Capacity

Person Capacity

Fuel Capacity 24 gal.

Water Capacity none

Length on Trailer

Height on Trailer

Trailer Weight

Total Weight

Aft Deck

Salon Inside Width

Salon Fore & Aft

Salon Height

Salon Volume

Galley Volume
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Master SR Width

Master SR fore & Aft

Master SR Overhead

Master SR Volume

Eng. Room Volume

Acceleration Times & Conditions

Time to Plane

0 to 20

Ratio 2.07:1

Props 14 1/2 x 17

Load Load: 2 persons, Fuel: 1/2 full, Water: none., Gear: minimal

Climate Temp: 87 deg., Humid: 38%, Wind: 3-8 mph, Seas: minimal chop

A Pontoon Boat for All Reasons

Tested By Captain Keith Burton

More and more these days people are looking to get more out of life and the products they buy, especially

when it comes to boats. After all, no one has to have a boat.

But here’s a super choice for anyone looking for an outstanding fishing boat that provides some luxury and

real comfort in one package, the Voyager Express Fish & Cruise. This 22-foot long pontoon boat features a

no-compromising fishing platform with the room and comfort that a whole family would enjoy.

Designed and manufactured by Voyager Marine, this Camdenton, Missouri company has built a solid

reputation for itself for excellent design, engineering and manufacturing in their line of pontoon boats.

Attention to details and to customer needs are among the company’s hallmarks and they are reflected in
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Voyager’s boats.

The Voyager Express Fish & Cruise is a feature-rich boat aimed at experienced anglers who have fished on

other boats, even pontoon boats, and are ready for something special.

Starting at the bow, the Voyager Express Fish & Cruise features a broad deck outfitted with two premium

port and starboard pedestal seats. Unlike seats in lesser boats, these are well-padded and firmly mounted

to the deck. They won’t wobble around.

At the forward corners are cupholders and storage compartments for gear. And behind the port seat, in a

compartment that opens toward the bow is a large space for fishing tackle and four rod tubes to provide a

safe haven for you fishing rods. The compartment is also lockable.

On the starboard side at the bow, just behind the fishing seat, is a moderately-sized bench seat with even

more storage underneath. What you have though, is a pontoon boat where most of the entire forward

section is dedicated for fishing. That mean lots of room to move about and get close to the edge of the boat.

Of course, there is a forward-facing door to get off and on when beaching.

Night anglers will also appreciate the built-in docking lamps at the forward corners of the bow.

The command console, which is made of smoothly formed fiberglass, contains a gauge cluster arranged

beneath an arching binnacle. The white on black gauges are easy to see and look upscale with the well-

padded sport steering wheel that is part of the package. The steering wheel tilts, a great feature for when

you want to stand up while underway.

A premium captain’s chair that is softly bolstered should provide hours of comfort when getting to that

favorite fishing hole. The electrics are controlled by toggle switches backed up by circuit breakers, so there

will never be a need to replace a fuse. A built-in CD radio is on the left within easy reach.

The helm console includes a freshwater faucet and sink with additional storage beneath. We particularly

liked the small lockable compartment on the port side of the command console that is ideal for storing a

wallet or some valuables while you are onboard.

There is a wrap around rear bench seat at the rear. The port side of the bench seat will be appreciated by

sunbathers. The rear-facing backrest is sharply reclined to provide a comfortable place to lie down. The seat

also can be unfolded in seconds to double its size for an even larger sun lounger.

Sun seekers will also appreciate the large sun pad near the stern of the boat. This padded sun deck does

double duty. Underneath is a fold-out canvas changing room that rises to standup height when the sun deck

is raised. The operation takes only seconds with the hydraulic supports that help raise the sun deck up.

But all this is not the end of features on this boat. At the stern are two more pedestal seats, a rod and gear

storage rack, as well as a compartment designed to hold fishing tacking with individual trays. And there is

also a livewell.

For those who ski and swim, a rear boarding ladder is also part of the package.

Pontoon boats make excellent fishing platforms. They are roomy and extremely stable. They also draw very

little water so getting into shallow fishing spots is a breeze.

The Voyager Express Fish & Cruise performs well on the water with a soft ride, even over choppy waters. It
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also has the comfort and premium seating that make a day on the water, even while fishing, much more

enjoyable.

With a Mercury XR6 150 horsepower outboard, we saw a top speed of 32.9 mph at 5,200 rpm. While not

blazingly fast, it is certainly more than adequate to get you where you want to go.
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